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Foreword

THIS PUBLICATION, User’s Guide to ASTM Specification C94/C94M on Ready-Mixed Concrete, 
was co-published by ASTM International and the National Ready Mixed Concrete Association 
(NRMCA). It was both authored and edited by D. Gene Daniel, concrete consultant, Claremore, 
Oklahoma; and Colin L. Lobo, National Ready Mixed Concrete Association, Silver Spring, 
Maryland. This publication was sponsored by Committee C09 on Concrete and Concrete 
Aggregates and it is the second edition of Manual 49 of ASTM’s manual series.
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Preface

What is astM?
To fully understand ASTM C94/C94M, Specification on Ready-
Mixed Concrete, it is necessary to understand ASTM and the 
consensus process for developing standards such as ASTM C94/

C94M. Getting a view of ASTM from its conception takes us 
back more than a century. The time period involved is between 
the American Civil War, which ended in 1865, and World War 
I, which began in 1914. The true beginning of ASTM coincided 
with the Spanish-American War fought in 1898.

The world, and more specifically the United States, was in 
the midst of the second phase of the Industrial Revolution. 
Major advances in communication and transportation were 
taking place in a country that in the late 1890s consisted of 45 
states. The diesel engine, electrical power, and the steel industry 
were all coming into prominence. The United States was a 
growing, developing, and prosperous nation with industrial 
corporations, some of which have gone on to grow into giants 
that remain today. William McKinley was elected President in 
1896, re-elected in 1900, and assassinated in 1901.

This growth period and the industrial revolution were 
the backdrop that fostered ASTM. The North American rail-
road network was expanding in all directions less than 30 
years after the completion of the first transcontinental rail-
road. Charles Dudley, holder of a Ph.D. from Yale University, 
was a chemist for the Pennsylvania Railroad. Mr. Dudley’s 
degree preceded by two years Custer’s Last Stand at the Battle 
of the Little Big Horn in the hills of Montana. A portion of 
Mr. Dudley’s duties included doing research to develop more 
durable steel for use as rails and writing a specification con-
veying those findings to the rail manufacturers. Mr. Dudley’s 
ideas did not always coincide with those of the steel manufac-
turers or the other railroads that were buying steel rails. 
These problems of differing viewpoints led to the first meet-
ings of manufacturers, chemists, engineers, and others in the 
steel and railroad or bridge business to develop standards 
everyone could tolerate. The idea that emerged was that good 
material standards require the input of manufacturers, 
designers, builders, and users. This was the idea in June of 
1898 when ASTM was first formed under another name, 

American Section of the International Association for Testing 
Materials. From the first meeting, the goal was to develop 
consensus standards.

The first committee dealing with cement, C01, was formed 
in 1902, and the concrete and concrete aggregates committee, 
C09, formed in 1914.

The scope of ASTM has continued to expand, and its name 
has continued to change. The name today is ASTM International, 
reflecting both its wide use and a broad international member-
ship. From the original 70 members, ASTM International 
(ASTM) has grown to more than 30,000 members. For the 100 
plus years of its existence, the committee work has remained in 
the hands of volunteers.

What is subcoMMittee c09.40?
At the bottom of the first page of the document ASTM 

Standard Specification for Ready-Mixed Concrete (C94/C94M) is 
a notation: “This specification is under the jurisdiction of ASTM 
Committee C09 on Concrete and Concrete Aggregates and is 
the direct responsibility of Subcommittee C09.40 on Ready-
Mixed Concrete.” Very simply, Subcommittee C09.40 is the 
group of people who do the actual writing of ASTM C94/C94M. 
This subcommittee is typically composed of approximately 
100 people, including manufacturers of ready-mixed con-
crete, private engineers from design firms and material 
testing firms, state highway department engineers, representa-
tives of federal agencies, representatives of trade organizations, 
professors from foreign and domestic universities, contractors, 
and representatives from concrete material producers, such 
as cement and chemical admixtures, as well as others who 
have a relationship to the industry. Most of these people are 
engineers or scientists whose daily activities involve them 
with the concrete industry. Most, but not all, live in the United 
States.

Subcommittee C09.40 is only one of many subcommittees 
that function as a part of the Committee C09 on Concrete and 
Concrete Aggregates. The main body of Committee C09 divides 
into approximately 29 subcommittees to develop consensus 
standards for the concrete and concrete aggregates industry.
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astM standards developMent process
ASTM standards development follows a consensus process con-
sistent with requirements of the American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI). ANSI facilitates the development of American 
National Standards (ANS) by accrediting the procedures of 
standards developing organizations (SDOs) like ASTM 
International. SDOs work cooperatively to develop voluntary 
national consensus standards. An important requirement is to 
ensure the voting producer representation on the committee is 
balanced between voting representation by users and by general 
interest members. Each company or entity is assigned one vote, 
and additional representatives from that entity are provided a 
nonvoting status. This ensures that the interests of one particu-
lar group do not bias the development of the standard and that 
all viewpoints are addressed. The development of standards 
through consensus requires time and compromise but ensures, 
for the most part, that the standards developed satisfy all 
affected groups. American National Standards development 
process is usually referred to as “open” standards development. 
In this sense, “open” refers to a process used by a recognized 
body for developing and approving a standard. This ensures a 
collaborative, balanced, and consensus-based approval process. 
The content of these standards may relate to products, pro-
cesses, services, systems, or personnel.

New standards or revisions to existing standards within 
ASTM usually begin within a task group of a subcommittee. 
The task group develops a written ballot that is submitted for 
letter ballot to the subcommittee. Reviewing subcommittee 
ballots and voting is both a privilege and a responsibility of 
committee membership. When a subcommittee member casts 
a negative vote on a ballot item, an explanation of what the voter 
objects to and what changes could be made to satisfy the 
concerns of the negative voter is required.

For a ballot to become valid, at least 60 % of the voting 
subcommittee members must have voted. For a ballot item to 
be successful, two thirds of the eligible voting members must 
vote affirmatively on a ballot item. To advance to the next 
level, the subcommittee vote must be positive for two thirds or 
more of those voting. In reality, each negative vote of a mem-
ber, voting or nonvoting, is vetted, or the ballot item with-
drawn and revised, if possible, into a new subcommittee 
ballot.

The item is then either re-balloted at the subcommittee 
level, or with the approval of the committee chairman the 
revised item may be balloted concurrently at both the sub-
committee and committee levels. The committee level 
involves all the members of the various subcommittees. In 
the case of the Committee C09 this involves approximately 
29 subcommittees and 700 members. Committee C09 meets 
in June and December each year with a usual attendance of 
150 to 200 members. It is at these semiannual meetings that 
each negative ballot is vetted and voted on.

At the committee level a ballot item must receive affir-
mative votes on at least 90 % of the votes cast for approval.  

If approved at the committee level, the balloted item is 
approaching ASTM membership approval.

Simultaneously with the committee level vote, the pro-
posed change is also subject to a vote by the entire ASTM 
Society, which includes all the ASTM members in various 
committees. No voting percentages are required at this level, 
but negative votes must again be considered.

The consensus system also provides for an appeal by a neg-
ative voter. The appeals system varies depending upon the 
grounds stated for the appeal. A Committee on Standards 
assures that due process is followed. 

The primary point of the entire process is that each 
negative voter’s voice and arguments are heard, and the sub-
committee or committee is then afforded the opportunity to 
vote on an issue based on the thoughts and reasoning of one 
member of the group. A single objection often influences 
others and alters the content of a proposal or kills the proposal 
completely. ASTM firmly believes in the old adage that two 
heads are better than one and has set up a system to ensure 
that each member’s voice is heard.

original astM specification for ready-Mixed 
concrete
The original C-9 (now C09) committee required six years 
(1914–1920) to issue its first standard. The first standard 
addressed the proper means of molding and storing concrete 
cylinders in the field and described methods still in use today. 

The first product specification was issued in 1933 as a ten-
tative specification for ready-mixed concrete. The topics cov-
ered did not vary much from today’s standard, over 75 years 
later. 

The specification has been revised many times since 
approved in 1935 and continues to undergo revisions to remain 
in step with technological advances, such as load-cell weighing, 
and environmental issues, such as limiting plant runoff water 
by the use of non-potable water in the batching process.

The roots of a successful specification go back to the 
abilities of the committee who prior to 1933 published a com-
prehensive document prescribing the materials, proportioning, 
mixing, delivery, quality, inspection, testing, and acceptance of 
ready-mixed concrete for delivery to the job site ready for use.

An equivalent specification to ASTM C94/C94M is 
published by the American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) M 157 Standard 
Specification for Ready-Mixed Concrete. As the association 
name implies, this organization includes representatives from 
each state and some other entities involved in construction of 
transportation infrastructure. Development of AASHTO stan-
dards does not follow the typical consensus process because 
AASHTO limits voting interests to designers and users (state 
departments of transportation) and excludes industry repre-
sentation. AASHTO Subcommittee on Materials reviews 
changes to ASTM standards and chooses to ballot these changes 
to the AASHTO standards. Some AASHTO standards are 
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essentially very similar to ASTM standards. AASHTO M 157 is 
structured slightly differently than ASTM C94/C94M, but the 
technical differences are relatively minor. There are several 
sections of ASTM C94/C94M that are not covered in AASHTO 
M 157. The greatest difference between the two specifications is 
in the category of ordering information. ASTM C94/C94M has 
three options, providing more latitude to the purchaser. 
AASHTO M 157 does not provide a section on ordering. Instead 
ASSHTO M 157 has a quality of concrete section that concerns 
submittals to the engineer by the contractor or the proportion-
ing prescribed by the engineer and directed to the contractor. 
Another difference between the two sets of standards is in the 
reference to the use of mixing water in concrete. ASTM C94/

C94M references ASTM C1602. A note at the end of AASHTO M 
157 recognizes these differences and suggests, “users other than 
specifying agencies should consider ASTM C94.” State highway 
agencies vary in their reference to ASTM or AASHTO 
standards.

hoW to use astM C94/C94M
The most common usage of ASTM C94/C94M is as a reference 
document within a design professional’s specification for cast-
in-place concrete. A statement such as “Unless otherwise spec-
ified, use materials, measure, batch, and mix concrete 
materials and concrete and deliver concrete in approved 
equipment, all in conformance with ASTM C94/C94M” within 
the concrete specifications for a project specify the strength, 

slump, air content, aggregate size, and other variable factors 
named in Section 6, Ordering Information, will be provided.

Other methods are suitable if the questions in Ordering 
Information are answered. A purchase order with a ready-mix 
concrete manufacturer may simply state “Produce and deliver 
concrete as per C94.”

An important violation that can cause trouble is using 
excerpts from ASTM C94/C94M or any other specification with-
out a careful reading of the entire document for related seg-
ments. Unfortunately some design professionals follow this cut 
and paste style. It is best to use the complete document by 
reference.

hoW to use this guide
The chapters in this book reflect the sections of C94/C94M. 
Text from C94/C94M is reproduced in italicized text followed 
by a discussion of the section. Sentences in the specification 
are cross-referenced and discussed in the text with identifica-
tions S1, S2, etc. Tables, figures, and numerical examples are 
numbered sequentially by chapter number, except for tables 
excerpted from C94/C94M, which retain the actual table num-
ber from C94/C94M.

disclaiMer
This book represents the interpretation of the authors concern-
ing ASTM C94/C94M and does not represent the views of ASTM 
International or Subcommittee C09.40.
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Introduction

astM designation: C94/C94M-13 standard 
specification for ready-Mixed concrete
This is the official number and title for the ASTM specification 
for ready-mixed concrete. Portions of the designation remain 
constant, and other parts are always subject to change. An anal-
ysis of the parts of the alphanumeric identification for the 
“Specification for Ready-Mixed Concrete” entails four 
segments:

C94 includes the group designation “C” (which comes from 
the 19 ASTM committees currently grouped under the “C” des-
ignation, of which committee C09 is one).

ASTM Committee C09 is responsible for this ready-mixed 
concrete specification. The permanent number 94 was assigned 

in numerical sequence from all of the C committee standards 
when first developed.

“C94M” means this specification is a combined standard 
that includes metric (SI) values as well as inch-pound values.

The hyphenated numerals following the serial designation 
represent the last two digits of the year the standard originated 
or was last revised. An ε1 superscript (ε1) following the year 
designation would indicate that an editorial change has been 
made later than the substantive changes of 2013.

Footnotes on the title page are self-explanatory.1

1 This specification is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee C09 on 
Concrete and Concrete Aggregates and is the direct responsibility of 
Subcommittee C09.40 on Ready-Mixed Concrete.




